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I.MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS.                                                         6×1=6M 

1.The Rig-Veda has been written in                                                (      ) 

A)Sanskrit         B)Hindi               C)Prakrit            D)Tamil      

2.Buddhism Was found by                                                                  (      ) 

A)Mahavira      B)Buddha          C) Zoroaster      D)Tao 

3.The pole star indicates the direction to the                                   (     ) 

A)South           B)East                 C)North           D)West 

4.Christmas is celebrated in summer in                                     (      ) 

A)Japan         B)India                C)China            D) Australia 

5.The term suffrage means                                                (     ) 

A)Right to vote   B) Right to livelihood   C) Right to education    D) Right to 

freedom    

6.The term of Grampanchayat is                                             (     ) 

A)6years         B)5years            C)8years        D)10years 

II.ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS                                                  11×3=33 

7.List three ways in which hunter gatherers used fire. 

8.How does a planet differ from a star? 

9.Write  a list of the different festivals celebrated in your locality. 

10.List the cereals that you eat. 

11.Define rotation and revolution. 

12.How can the stereotype that girls are a burden on their parents affects the life 
of a Daughter. 

13.Why were metals,writing,,the wheel and the plough important for the 
Harappans? 

14.What are the three heat zones of the Earth? 

15.What is the link between a Gram sabha and a Gram Panchayat? 

16.List the names of five books on religion,which are there in your school library. 

17.What are the four cardinal directions? 



III.ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.                                          7×5=35 

18.Why did the “rajas” of “mahajanapadas” built forts? 

19.Differentiate between the summer solstice and winter solstice. 

20.Name two essential features of a democratic government. 

21.What were the main teachings of the Mahavira? 

22.Distinguish between a map and a plan. 

23.What actions does the government take to ensure that all people are treated 

equally? 

24.What is the  difference between a Gram sabha and a Grampanchayat? 

IV.MAP POINTING.                                                                                     3x1=3 

Locate the following points on India outline map. 

A)Magadha      B)Andaman and Nicobar Islands    C)Bhimbetka 

 

Locate the following points on a Globe.   6×1/2=3 

i)North Pole  Ii)South pole   Iii) Equator   Iv)Tropic of Cancer   v)Tropic of Capricorn   

Vi)Prime meridian 

 


